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A computer sea Oh o ERIC (1966-79), Sociological Abstracts.

(1963-79), and Psychological Abstracts (1967-79) data bases
revealed .a scatter gild uneven 'terature which contributes to
an understanding the nature and impact of' faculty miltures.
By faculty:ckilture.st we refer to work-related perceptions, norms,
and which ire shared by some or all of the teachers within
'a given:` school. C011egial isnteraction directed toward the solution
of common and recurrent problems is seen as a furidamental dynamic -
in the creation and ttaintenence of informal cultural guidelines
for instructional ppctice. Individual and collective responses
to six essential problems in.,Schoolteaching- are,. described. Those
problems are: inadequate pieiaratiOn, ambiguoas goals, precarious
autonomy; insttuctional isolation and batch-processing of students.
It is ,concluded that despite professional id organitationa
barrier; to faculty s idarity; informalworc groups do develop and
that these= primary g ups offer their .members help, support,
guidance, and conse ual validation regaTding appropriate instruc-
tional practices. sociological model of the teaching-learnipg
process within which collegial relationghips an faculty cultures
are central is-pr sented. Finally, research Ii 'ng faculty
cultures to stud t achievement is highlighted and further research
called for.
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Faculty Cultures. and Instructional Practices

This paper presps a Synthesis of the,scattered 'amid uneven, liter
//

which contributes to an underttanding 0 the nature and:impact/of fact"

cultures. As we use the term, faculty cuTtures? refers tio wark-relate

perceptions,,nonms and valuet- which area shred b some or all of t

teachers within a given school. These cultural 'guidelines' for

are. created and/or maintained by it fOrmal groups of teacher

Aave been no' systematic-investigaticins of collegial in

classroom benpVi Ors . But as wil' be demonstrated b

suggestiv evidenC06 juttifliurther research

. cultures.

42,

dynamics of faculty

Theoretical

a - 44

Inf rmal.-groups and occupa cultures have keit studied from bat,

forma organizational and interactionist perspectives. Both have

i,
co tribmted to this synt ffort.
./ ,.

.. ,

The existence a
//

/bureaucracies has long en recognized. Such groups have been found within,

,/ in4ustrial (Barnard 38; Roethlisberger and Dickson 1941; ,Roy 1952;

Gouldner 1954), miAitarya (Page 1946-47; Shils and Janowitz 1948; Stauffer

1949; Little 1964;. Moskos 1970) and professional settings i(Blau 1957;..

Becker
'

eer and Hughes 1968Freidson 1975; Baldridge 1971).'

they exist informal work groups develop their own unotncial, yet highly

t of primary groups. am6ng waters within



influential; deUnftions of their work situation and prOductivity norms.

In situations where there is uncertainty or risk, lateral relations among,

workers may be helpful through sharing inforniation, problem-solving and

provision of social support (March and Simon 1958; Blau and Scott 1962;

Perrow 1972; Galbraith 1973), The work group defines means of,,,coping

with recurrent problems whichan(socialloy acceptable to its members. and

may provide consensual Validation for individual and collective deviance c

from official regulatiOns. Eitims of these generalizat[ions about informal

work relationships to ,s,chOols would appear to be a promisfing and 'fruitful

,step.', However, to datetAno one has done empirical research .bat.sed upon this

insight.
The,symbolicinteractionist analyses of work done by E.

his aSsociates have alsoLcontributeeto bur undeAtanding

C, Hughes and

relationships. AAer studyi ng jazz musioians, farriers , redi cal, -students.;

undergraduate students and schoolteachert, Hughes concluded that

I 1"if a ..certaiN.Problem turned up in 'one occupation, -
14;

it was nearly certain 'to.turn up in all. We were

skeptical when 4Prilepne said, for instance, that in their

faVorite occupation there was -no restriction of production,

no exclusion of ':isome pErople from-the intimacy and

protection of colleagueship no favbring of some clients

or customers' ov" others, no codes of behavior with

supporting infor al sanctions, no secrecy, no sense of ,

rank. The thing was to discover in what form the problem

5.
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turned up, how serious it was and how ib was handled
The essence of the compaeative frame is that one seeks
difference's in-terms of dimensions common to all the
cases (1972: 420).

Becker has provided us fw1 h a ainkage"between the .essential'
problems of work-, social. interaction and the genesis of :occtipa1 .".i.

4
.:

° tional cultures. 1

1 4 ,
;

-A group finds itself sharing a Cbmmon sittidtion
and common problems. Vaii.ous members of thp group

/
,

experiment with .Possible solutions' to 'those', problems and
report their experiences to their fellvers. In the
course of their collective diseussiOni the members'of
the group arrive at a definition of ibne'situation, its
problems and Possibilities, and develop- consensus as to
the most, .appropriate and efficient ways of behaving. This
census thenceforth constrains the activities of,
idual members of the group, Who will piobably act. on it,
g'itren the opPortunity.

,
.

. . r
. , . - ., ., ..

The collective character- -of spcialization pkocesses, .

has a prof° d 'effect, on their-consequences. Because-
.

the solutions, the ;group reaches have ;' far the' individual
being socialized, the character ,of71-ivilisat"evei-yone ki4ows

tote true.," 'he tends' to accept them, (1964: 47).
cornraor), sitnations,.and,problemi spur workers 'to interact and to
develop consensus on acceptable adapt6tion strategies, Over time

, , -,

.
these cultural "iguidelines are taken for granted and passed on .126

, J

neophytes as they appear on the scene.



Useful as the descriptiOn above is it is still-somewhat oversimplified.,

The prdblem-solving process is complicated if communication is incomplete and
.

-/coTlegialtrust is Minimal. Under such circumstances indiVidualS May.resolve.

the-iproblems on their own and not'share their solutions with others. Stebbins.

(1977: 29) has made a useful distinction betwegn consensual sharing and

'nonconsensual sharing. tOnsensual shari4 arises from dirett and ongoing

communication as in the circumstances described by Becker.' On the other

hand it is possible that individuals will,cdme to similar resolutions of

common problems with minimal conversation', about them. Co-workers may be

/
partially oetotally ignorant of the fact( that theY,share common problems,

perspectives, norms and values. Thus, npnconsensual sharing and collective

;ignorance arespossible under conditions of Constrained interaction. Because

theopportunities for conversation, consultation and comthiiration'amOng'

teachers id most schools are quite limited,, nonconsensual ,sharing may develop..

Further, total consensus within a sthool faculty maybe limited to'

a few very general. and abstract principles. Later in this paper cliques,

and cleavages within'taching staffs will be descriled. where staffs are,

sharply divided by speCialization, philosophy, techniques or other factors,

interaction may be restricted to small groups\of like-minded individuals.

Factionalization will 'reduce the pbtential for the recogniOn and disaussion-

of common 'prOiNems and resoluti . Thus, overall staff solidarity will

-7'

de low. °:4

The symbolid interactionist perspec ve is uieful-/in that it highlights
J\_

the roles which T.ace-to-4ate relat4onshTps' ong workers play in creating

and maintaining work patterns. However, we should not-be blinded to the



. . "
fact that larger ecological, sociocultural , - political-economic,

technological , aprefessional and formal organizational factors limit the/

adaptation options available to teacher work groups. partitular the .

processes of professional and organizational recruitment,. selection,.. .

. .

socialization , evaluation, reward and
.

negoti ati on, no Pt shape work
, ..

,

patterns in, ways which are not yet fully understood.
1

1
.\-Faculty cultures arehlt easi y susceptible to empirical exploration.

Under no al circumstances many facultyperspectives, norms and values are

taken or granted. Faculty cultures, provide schoolteacheri with a body

of-conventional wisdom which may not be challenged, explored or discussed

without discomfort. The'tliscomfort may arise not Vonly from the process.of.

examining caltural--patterns which are not generally recognized, but also

from the faCt that some or4 those patterns may be pur:posely hidden from

'superiors. and Outsiders. Some of the shared °strategies for coping with

recurrent problems may byPass or contradict official.. pol4ies. Public
t ,

knowledge of their'existence could quite possibly.lead to conthowersy and

efforts to eliminate those practices. In addition, a 'complete understanding

of faculty cultures requires a dynamic perspective, that takes 'into account

the Processes through 14-ich faculty consensus develops, is_maintained and

institutiorialized. Coping-tactics may be developed by individual teachers,
,

informal subgroups and/or professional associations and'the complex
, j # .

interrelationships among these various levels of adaptation are Unknown.

At any one point in time certain elements ,of a faculty.culture may be

emergent while others.are formalized in standard operative procedures or

in long-standing written agreements. Perhaps it is because of these various.



complexities that^faculty cultures have not been systematically studied. In

any case, it is clearly a challenge to produce a coherent analysis' from the

scattered bits and pieces of evidence available.

_

111* Research ProCess

This research is primarily based on computdr searches of ERIC (1966-79),

Sociatogica Absttacit (1963-79) arid'Pasychot.ogica. Ab4kact6 (1967-79)

data files. These searches of the journal and report literature were

i designed to uncover research regarding the antecedents and consequenceS

of faculty cultures. SoCial background-and professional training were

treated as predictors of.faculty cultures and faculty cultures were treated

as kedIctofs of instruottional practices and learning outcomes. In these

searches materials were identified both through the. use of controlled

indexing vocabularies and "free. text" identifiers. Howeverr the controlled

index-descriptors were-based primarily on psychological concepts which were

only crude approximations of our key concepts. ,Furthermori, the utilization

of "faculty cultures" asaa free text descriptor was of limited utility

because the'term is not widely used fInevitably then, the seaAb produced'

many irrelevant citations. `I

The searches produced the following yields: 'ERIC, 3 items;

SociotDgicat Abst&act4, 136 items;-Nychotogic/e. A64ttacta 67 items. An

abstract,accompanied,erch citation. Through simple inspection the abstracts

it was possible to eliMinate a great many obvibdsly irrelevant citations.

After perusal of full copies of the remaining articles it was ssible to

0



.
eliminate -others--"many because they presented only aggregated survey data

or because they did not.; use school f4c ulties or subgroups as units of

analysis. In the end only ,about one out of every six citations proved at
. 6

all useful.

After the winnowing process was completed, the research continued in,

less formal ways. Imersionqin the materials uncovered footnotes to be

traced and new concepts and theoretical nines to be explored. In the end a

general knowledge of the socieOgy of edUcation, work and formal organizations

proved -invaluable.

Essential Problems an 'CoLim Strategies

It appears .that virtual ly_ all public schoolteachers faced certain common

problems which arise from the professional and organizational contexts of

their work. The,essential problemsilto be dealt with here are inadequate

preparationit ambiguous goals, precarious autonomy, instnactional isolatior

L ,B

and batch-processing of students. Wherever possible we will shoW how

recurrent problems, collegial interaction, faculty cultures and instructional

practices may,be plausibly linked. However, becaule there are so many gaps

in the present .knowledge of such matters, causal inferences are necessarily

tenuous.

Inadequate Preparation

Beyond reinforcinga very general commitment to serving youth



(Lortie 1967: 155 -71 ;. Etzioni 1960), the pedagogical training of teachers

contributeslittle to staff consensus and collegiality. In most cases

tbeginning teachers are inadgq9aiely prepared for assumption of their

classroom duties (e.g. Becker 1952; Silberman 1970: 373-522; Sarason 1971:

172; Lortie 1975: 67-7Q), The
,

knowledge base upon which educational practice

is built iS weak and as :a consequence teaching teChnology is primitive,,

uncodified and of uncertain effectiveness (Boocock 1966:. 44; Hermanowicz 1966;

Jackson 1968: 159-63; Radnor 1974: 12; Lortie 1975: 58-70; Bidwell and

Kas'arda 1975; Barr and Dreeben 1977; Centra and Potter1980). Furthermore,

education is a field within which diverse goals and models are contending

for general, acceptance. Nuthall and Snook identify behaxior-modification,

discovering learning and rational models as being among_ the dominant contenders

at 'present.

Unlike major models which have been influential in

the physical sciencee, these models'do not compete with

each other as alternative Views of the same body of

established data. Since there is little, if agy,

established data about teaching which is widely

accepted, they compete with each other as alternative

ways of viewing the practical activity of teaching

(1963. 49).

Individually prescribed instruction (Glaser 1977) and mastery learning

(Bloom 1976) are two more quite different approaches presently in vogue.

Others have noted that teachers vary in their orientations toward control

content, discovery and sympathy (Sieber and Wildei. 1967), humanistic versus
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custodial ideologies (Hoy 1968, 1969), an incorporative versus developmental

goals'(Meti 1978). After being exposed to 'many conflicting approaches, it is

not surprising that beginning teachT often. overwhelmed and confuse.

No wonder they criticize their training as having' been too' theoret4col ,

lacking in spetifics about how to.deal with everyday classroOm realities

blermanbwicz 1966; Ladd 1966; Lortie 1975: 71).

As a result of their typically, fragmented and ineffective specialized

training, teachers 41ithin a given school are unlikely tcr share a common

technical culture. Teachers', unlike profesSikals- in. other fields, seldom

use jargon when talking about their work (Haller 1967). And. asLufrtiehas

.observed

The conceptions voiced by . teachers : - are not those

of colleagues who tee themselves as sharing a viable,

generalizable body of knowledge and practice. There is

little idea of a "state f the art." Such a viewpoint

presumes that_there are dentifiable princiOes and .

solutions which are possessed by all those within the

colleague group. The image projected is more

individualistic;pachers are portrayed as an aggregate

of persons each 'assembling practices consistent with

his experience and peculiar 'personality.' It is not what

"we, the colleagues' .know arid share which is paramount,

but rather What I have learned through experience. From

this perspective, socialization into teaching is largely

set4,4sociatization; one's personal prediSpositions are



custodial ideologies (Hoy 1968, 1969), an incorporative versus developmental

goals'(Pleti 1978). After being exposed to 'many conflicting approaches, it is

not surprising that beginning teachers often. overwhelmed and coilfusd.
. r

No wonder they criticize their training as having' been too' theoret4col,

lacking in spetifics about how to.deal with everyday clasSroOm realities

blermanbwicz 1966; Ladd 1966; Lortie 1975: 71).

As a result of their typicaqy, fragmented and ineffective specialized

training, teachers qithin a given. school are unlikely toe share a common
t

technical Culture. Teachers', unlike profesSikals- in other fields, seldom

use jargon when talking about their work (Haller 1967). as, LuktieNs

observed

The conceptions voiced by . teachers : - are not those

of colleagues who tee themselves as sharing a viable,

generalizable body of knowledge and practice. There is

little idea of a "state f the art." Such a viewpoint

presumes that_there are dentifiable princiOes and .

r 4.

solutions which are possessed by all those within the

colleague group. The image projected is more

individualistic;14teachers are portrayed as an aggregate

of persons each 'assembling practices consistent with

his experience and peculiar 'personality. 'It is not what

"we, the colleagueS" knoW arid share which is paramOunt,

but rather what I have learned through experience. From

this perspective, socialization into teaching is largely

se,e4,sociaZization; one's personal prediSpositions are



not only .relevant.but, in .fact, stand at the core of

becoming a teacher (1975: 79).

Leacbck also radiCalli, discounts the importance of professional

a guide for classroom practice (1969: 201).

1:lo Weyer, \it may be that training within academic disciplines, as opposed

training as

to general instruction in educational philosophy and meth :Ids, does lay some

foupdation. for cbllegial intera nd Solidarity among teachers who, share
.k

a sriecialization. At the higher educa ion level many studies have documented

the existence of what tight be called subcultural variations between distiplines

in terms of basic orientations in undergralluate teachirig)(Lazarsfeld and

Thielens 1958; Gamson 1966; Gusfield and Riesman 1966; Vreeland and Bidwell

1966; Lewis 1967; Moore 1970; Gaff and Wilson 1971; Lodal and Gordon 3.975;

Ladd and Lipset 1975; Liebert and Bayer 1975; Wilson 1975; Stark and MOrstain.

1975; Thielens 1978). In general, natural scientists as compared with

social-scientists are more conservative, distant from students, andmore

concerned with technical than moral goals. These differences are important

basesof conflict betwedi departments.. Parallel cleavages among schoolteachers

haveocca'sionally been noted (e.g. _McPherson 1972; Lacey .1977; Mett 1978).

Thus, it may be that the Members of'subgroups divisions or departments

within a_ school may share -certain perspectives, norMs_4nd;values;~while

9

consensus may be lacking within the school as &whole. The overall -effect

specialization and differentiation in training and consequent organizational

placement may be teittfriginent school faculties, just as college and university

faculties have been splintered by the same processes.

If fon:al, professional socialization does not produce staff consensus

and solidarity, perhaps formal organizational procedures are more effective.



Official procedures for recruitment, selection, socialization, assignment

transfer and promotion of teachert:mayill.affect-the degree :of consensus

inYa'teachilig.staff. However in the absence of studies of these formal

organizational procedures and their impacts, one can only speCUlate about

their impor nce in shaping-faculty cultures and instructional practices.-
. . .

;Because teaching Iechnofpgy is, uncertain and student teaching

experiences are generally 41ite limited, beginning teachers (especially

those in the mast difficu inner -city schools) often experience a reality

shock when they assume full classroom responsibilities (Becker 1952;

Hermanowicz 1966; Foster, ,1974).' In addition to drawing upon their own past

experiences, novice teachers often seek help from -their older, more experienced
oe

colleagues. Although idealistic newcomers may be initially repulsed by

some of the traditional practices within their schools (Locke 1974: 10;

Levy 1968), in the end they often seek guidance from elder colleagues. When

the newcomer' is appropriately deferent (Brookover and Erickson 1975: 200),

he or she is likely to receive advice and guidance on a number of mundane,-

yet centrally important matters. These include the development of classro

routines, curriculum developMent, acquisition of teaching materials, preparation

ofplan books, record keeping and classroom management- (Becker 1951:

Hermanowicz 1965: 20; Eddy 1969: 107; Willower; Eidell and Hoy 1967;

Hoy I969;Leacock 1969: 201). Becker (1952) and-Eddy (1969) both found

that teachers who did not transfer out of inner-city schools tended to

adopt more physical disciplinary techniques, lowered academic standards

and a definition of the situation as one in which little academic prpgress

could beexp= ted because the students came from impoverished family

backgrounds.
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t has been-noted that'informal work groups among teachers often.develnp

along 'generational tin, S (Eddy,1969: 111; Brookovgr and Erickson 1975:

,.Collins and_Noblit 1978' 154/;:Metz 1978). One can only speculate about .

the content of conversations among beginning teachers'in the' staff room.

But it seems likely that collective blame-placing, commiseration and

consensual val4dation of situational adjustments are common in peer

interactions (Lacey 1977: 86,: House and Lapan 1978: 13)..

5k

There is probablyconsiderable variation among individuals ani-staffs

in terms of the extent to which help is openly sougft and information freelY-vr,

Aared. )n a study of student teachers in England Lacey. Alio iv novices
s.

adapted to problems and failures they faced in two major WayS.

The'first category involves a "collecttvization" of

the problem. The problem is sh.ared by the group whose

collective opinions legitimize the displacement of blame.

The second cotegory involves the "privatization " 'of the

problem. The student doesn't speak about it, except in a.

most guarded way, and may refuse to admitQo any problem .

at all in certain circumst es. Once again same students

remain true to one or other of these basic strategies

throUghout the course, manyshift from one to another,

depending on, the situational constraints (1977: 86).

This kind of variation can be expected to continue after comp/etion of the

period of supervised teacher training.

'In 'summary then, it-does appear that beginning teachers share the

common problem of inadequate' preparation. And there is scattered evidence

(



,l

that the problem is handled informally through intergenerational consultation

and peer support.. It is not possible to guage the efficacy of the 'nformal

/socialization process from these few observitions..'But it is easy o see

that such patterns maintain the status quo within a scbool and are okstacles

13

*A;

tochange.

Goal. Ambiguity
a

It is useful todisatinguish between the 07,ficial or. ,consensual goals,

of a school or school syStem and its operative goals (Perrow 1961; Mohr 1975):

I. $.
A .

The former are typical yldperhaps purposely, stated in extremely vague

and general terms. Fo xample a school board aight adopt ..a goal statement:
F,

itive and moral growth of each arid °j
__1p "

.which calls for maximizing the
.

every childWithin'the system. Afthough-anyOne would berhardput.to

specify:preciSlyt*fictions'and.programs whiCh would adsitve such an .

abstract goaI,,it meefsthelormal. reqMireMents'for Onle statement of

guiding purpose. It is relatively easy.to _achieve consensus on a goal

such as'this because it does not meaningfully constrain the :actions of

administrators or teachers Expressed comMitment.to an ambiguous goal

often serves to mask deep divisions regarding educational philosophy and

technology. In fact, abstract goals may legitimate a very wide range

. .

of instructional practices. CertainlY that seems to be the case at the

university :level where otherwise badly divided fatuities and administrators

reach consensus onthe value of aca freedom (Gross 1968). In effect.

they agree that it is appropriate for professors to enjoy bread discretion

in instructional matters and that diversity is desirable. The operative

goals are embodied in the actual operating policies!and procedures



(Perrow1961 ). ,These standard operations may be understood as representing1/

the outcomes of bargaining among power blocs within the organization

(Cyert and March 1963; Lauter 1968: 236-38; Radnor 1974: 7-9). Obviously

there ma4 y be considerablq disjunCture between official and operative goa

Fo example, in prestigious universitie he official goals may express

equa commitments to teaching,'research and community; service while the

operative goals may be to maximize research productiy even if it has

A

detrimental' effects upon undergtaduate teaching. Or a ptiblic school ma

e formallyeommitted to maximizing student growtnut actually settlejfor#

a ntaining an orderly custodial operati:on.

Because Americans her such a deep and abidi-ng faith in education as

the answer to all'social problems, over time-the schoolS,c011eges,and,

universities have been giyen ore .and more tasks to perform.

't
.

Americans have nrealistic expectations, of 'public

,schools: The attomplishmentkthey expect are dazzling

in ambition and variety. .Public schools should give

every child a sound grasp of the three Rs,foster

creativity,'impart a thorough knowledge of our world

history,-literature and art, train minds in the scientific

method of inquiry, offer vocational training, develop

problem-solving MOlity, foster imagination, develop

Independence, impart skills of social interaction with

adults and peers, and support good moral character.

(Metz 1978: 1)..

In slightly more abstract terms our educational institutions hive been

a



charged with the responsibilities to:contribute tacultural production,
.

diffusion and.repr4uCtion; the mainteniRce of pluralism and also:the

promotion of social mobility-and assimilation; the development of positive

self-conce is and motivatiCih among all students so that they might achieee

basic er loyment skills and the processes of selecting, sorting and

allocating students to widely divergent occupational roles on the basis

differential achieveent., the performance of both custodial and-treining

functions (Parelius 1978:`22-32). The teachers' difficulty in

discerning official organizational direction is' compounded by t that',

'education is a field characterized by f dism and rapidly changi Moor-Wes

(Nelson and. Sieber, 1976; Dornbush 1976 :19). Finally, the goals of schools

are typically- highly idealistic, even

As Warren rjoted:

utopian (Becker 1964; Saras7 1971:- 25

There is a disposition by offictalt to express every

aspect of the educational prdcess in its ideal form; that

isN.to speak of atlought to happen rather than what is

, likely to happen. This:obsessIve preoccupatton with gc4ls

makes it more difftcult to communicate about the reality of

processes instrumental to the goals (1975: 140).

The implications of these shifting, idealistic and conflicting goals

for action within the school and ,the classroom are rarefy thought out and

a.

openly debated. It is left to teachers as individuals and groups'to resolve

di lemmas;

decisions

teachers'

develop priorities, make difficult and unpopula grating
' k

and generally to interpret a imple official goa . The

decisions are expreged in the standard operating procedures of
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schools. Presumably, these SoPs are crucial determinants of classrooM

practice, but they have:not been systematically studied. It Would-be

fascinating to know much more about the degree Alwhich there are standardized

grouping,,testing,,grading and homework policies and" pro s within and

between schools and about the processes through which they areldeveloped

0/."and maintained.

Crecine 419,7: 25). and Radnor.(1974:12) have noted the dearth of

empirical research on organilations which have ambiguous gpais and the

consequences of such goals. It is,not clear just how serious a problem

k

teachers consider goal ambiguity to be. Although he sociological

'literature on work and organizations suggests that i may b quite serious,

judging from th5 paucity of references to it in the education literature,.

r

one must conclude that it Is certainly not salient. In fact, many

'teachers may-feel that on balance tIC'is better to work.within organizations

with vague and ambiguous goals than within ones whose goals ireespecific

and, therefore, potentially constraining. AMbtgUous And 'even contradictory.

goals maximize teaChers' discretion and ares:probably'appreciated. for that.

On the other hand, such gL ay create anxiety among other teachers

* ..ti

because they do not provide cl guidance for action or : standards for

evaluation (Lortie 1975: 144; Bess 1977: 260), and because-they effecttelY':

pass the burden of making controversial decisions down to lowest-leveT of-

the organizational hierarchy. As teachers interpret implement official

goals, they are open to criticism from'citizens, syperiors and special'

interests who can argue that their interpretation of official goals is not
. . .

being implemented. Thus, ambiguous goals may preserve the status quo and

4i



decreate freedom by increasing. the potential for public .ContrOv y'and

making personnel overly cautious aboUt proposing changes (Lortie 967)t ,

Still vague goals do allow for'the introduction o f -innovations at the

classroom and school levels rather than-from the top ar may in that way

facilitate change. Where school-community e,iag:Las re positive and/or

4
where community-twareness of' teaching prAttices is minimal, vague goals

may be appreciated much more than at .other times. When conflict and

controversy do develop teachers may look. to adminiktrators, local boards

or state education agencies for.more concrete poliey guidance.

,k Because the literature on the implementation' of goals in educational

systems is So .sparse, this discussion haS:raited many, more questiont than

./11-bas answered. But it may be obseiVed ttiat the abience of clear goals

increases_ the probability that teachers1,. instructional' practices 'will be

17

heavily. influenced by informal work groups and the .culturalo. guidelines for
-7- . ,f ,

teaching that they develop..

.: ' Precarious
I

Autonomy
t.1.

*
.:

Jr., .

There nas;been some scholarly 'dispute over the question of hoW much

discretion teachers enjoy in determining h ature level and dtrection
\

of instructional effort. On the one Ktrid it.is clear that political .legal,
. .

e conomic,sociocu3tural, bureauCratic and professional factors .impose some

limitations on teacher autonomy '(Lieberman 1956; Hughes 1959: 454

Lealock 1969: 202; Hasenfeld and English 1974: 98). EddY (1969) believes_

t hat the restrictions are so severe that teachers more closely resemble

d

technicians than professionals. Others (e.g. Bidwell-1965"; Dreeben 1973;

Weick 1976)° believe that teachers, like other human service professiOnals,

;
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enjoy,a rather high degree ofaUtonomy. -Etiioni (1969) takes the middle

ground by characterizing ;teachers as semildrofessionals with moderate

amounts of discretion.

Perhaps all would agree that whatever autonomy and discretion teachers

do enjoy is precarious. Schoolteachers are like other workers in that

-:they must continually ". . . struggle to maintain some control over one's

decision of what work to do, and over the d position of oneq4time and. of

one:s routine of life (Hughps 1971: 346)." As Becker has iggested, "The

pitture rye should get is that of the teacher striving to makntain what

She reg rds as her legitimate spheres of authority in the f' of possible

challenge by others." (1952: 379) The teacher's classroom uthority is

often challenged by administratorsr parents and students. However, there

are informal and formal norms which offer some protection.

School principals probably.pose the chief threati to teacher autonomy.

They ace forWly responsible.for all the educational activities in their

buildings. As the chief administrative ceicers, Principils are expected

by-the tioard'and superinandent to be educational leaders,.tupervid)rs,

advisors, and evaluators.
"

However,,lureaucratic rules and job definilions'do mot clearly

demarcate the boUhdaries of administrative and staff domains of authority.

Irigeneral, rule domination within the schools is low because the teachers

have to make many on-the-spot decisions in the proceis of providing service

to diverse clients using an uncertain technology (Dreeben 1973: 453).

Like other workers in similar circumstances, teachers are expected to

exercise their own judgment in most circumstances (Gouldner 1954: 105-180;

ti



Gokon 1957; Stinchcombe 1959; Goss 1961, 1963; Smigel 1964; Scott 1965;

Perrow 1970: 75-89; Silberman 1970; Freidson 1975; Metz 1978). Still
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there is considerable. ambiguity and overlaOn the principals' and teachers'

job descriptions. Consequently, teachers 'as individuals and as members of,

professional 'associations often come into conflict Withiadministrators

over red tape, specific policies, participation in policy formation and

breadth of discretion (Corwin°1970: 105-71). These are the classic pojnts

of conflict between professionals and bureaucratic officials (Clark 1963;

Baldridge 1918:92 -93): (

In order to exercise leadership and promote innovation or change

within a school, a principal must- attempt to expand the "zone of acceptablility"

of his or her.commands (Hoy and Rees 1974: 269). In order to supplement

the authority of office with informa3 authority, it is necessary for the

principal tO fostera spirit of loyalty among-the teaching staff. and/or

to utilize power resources in informal 'negotiations with teachers. On the

pne hand the principal may play the senior colleague role (BidWell 1966:

,

1014) and use friendly persuasion and appeals to:cOmmon goals. On the

other hand the principal may distribute scarce goods such as choice,

teaching assignments or instructional Raterials in such'iway as to reward

loyal staff. -However, it is dangerous for a principal to attempt to expand

the adminktrative(domain too much. If the staff feel their turf is being'

invaded, serious morale problems may develop and the principal may meet,

resistance--individual Or collective, active or passive, open or covert

(Becker 1951; Rist 1971. Collins and Noblit 1978).

9.e7;



In order to mip*Tlize administrative encroachment in the core matters

of curriculum and instructional practice, teachers adopt:definiti-ons of

the situation which legitimite broad staff di s tion and which narrow

the sphere of acceptable administrative acti
o

Most asically they claim co '

to be experts who are therefore entitled to prdfessionah recognition.

Schoolteachers, especially those with tenure and extensive experience,

kexpect the principal to accept that claim and to treat them with respect

. °

and dignity (Lortie 1967). Most teachers consider it unacceptable fOr

principals to supervise them closely and set forth-detailed rules to guide

instructional practice (Hoy and Rees 1974; Lortie 105; House'and Lapan

1978). Only beginning teachers want the principal to take a more active'
. .

role in providing leadership'and supervision (Hemanimicz:1§66; Edgar and

Warren 1969),,, Like medical doctors,. teachers are likely rese

%AN
'Unsolicited advice as an ad'erSe reflectton,on-tRtir,pro, 1 competencies

Goss 61;" .47, umberg 104; FreiOon 1975; Holland Lapan 197 ).

Al Ogh.pri cpals are-formally-required to obserVe and evaluate

all teacher within their schools, in practice they often ntglect to

performthis duty.(i3M1969): It may be that printipalslare,

simply too buSymith-houSek4ping'Matters'to spend time on:pbSeryation
..

evaluation, But there are ;deeper reasons rooted-in the fatUity culture.

6'4'4frst, teachers value autonomy,highliand correctly percei:Ve'that

evalUition i s a key instrument of,admpiistratiVe control IDOrdhush n

Scott'1975). Thus, teachers resent intrusion into their elastrooms for

thiS purpose. FroM the teacher's Perspective, the evaluation process is

especially anxiety-producing hetauk.the evalUatiVe criteria are so



ambiguous. Such teria may-be stated in terms of,vague jargon or

platitudes or y may not be formally stated at all Dornbush (1976)

found that fifty-one percent of a large and diverse sample of teachers

A
had no idea aboutany of the criteria by which they were being evaluated.

Given what has already been noted about ambiguity and controversy regardin
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educational goals and technOlUeWiOs notsurpriOng.thatthereis a

lea( of consensus regarding evaluative criteria (Ryans 1960). Clear and

precise criteria would be unacceptable becausd they would rule out many

approaches : which are currently practiced. The 'same lack of clarity

(regarding the' evaluation of teaching is e ident in higher education

(Meeth 1976). Teachers at all levels are-likely to shere the perception

-7-1 _ '
that evaluation is essentrelly an arbitrary and capricious procedure

which is much, more likely todeal with minutae than with central educational

issues (Wolf 1972; Eddy 1975). Of course, evaluation is especially

threatening to untenured teachers because principals observe and evaluate

them not only to improve instruction, but also to provide a basis for

teii,te decisions. Additional:complications in, theoevftuation process

2 arise from the fact that both. principals and teachers perceive excellence

in teaching as being primarily dependent upon unchatigeable personality

charactenistics and that most teachers are rather securely' protected by

tenure regulations: Thus, the evaluation process may be seen as an

exercise in futilitt(Sarason 1971: 120). It appears that in $ducation

as in medicine (Freidson 1975) the informal occupational culture created

and maintained bAindividualjclaiming professionaT status tends to

. .

neutralize formal administrative authority. The evaluation process in



most educational institutions may be nothing.more than.an anxiety

produci4ng yet ineffectual ritual suffered by principals ands eachers

order to help legitimate a very looselyrcoutiled organizational structure.

Not only do teachers expect the principal to keep out of their

private territories, the classryms, but they also expect him or her to,

minimize intrusion from parents. Parents, especially.those of high

status, pose se 'ous threats to the teacher's authority (Waller 1932:

68-81; Becker ; Lortie 1975: 88-91). Theo teachers feel.that the.ideal

parent plays the role of "distant assistant" (Lortie 197519f) certainly

ot that of persistent critic. The principal-is ekpected to play a

undary mai-Stenance role -by keeping the parent out ofthe classroom and

by backing ye teacher up wheneVer a parent complains. Freidson quotes a

physician as having said, "Right or wrong, the adminiStratibn should back

the doctor (1975: 110)." Many teachers probably feel the same way.

addition, principals are expected to side with the teacher whenever

classroom authority is challenged by students.

In summary then, it' appears that the precariousness of the Schoolteacher's

autonomy stimulates the adoption of a number of defensive perceptions,

values and informal norms. These informal protections are supplemented to

some extent by bureaucratic. regulations (Katz 1964) and by labor contracts

negotiated through formal Collective bargaining (Jessup 1978: 45). ,Nonetheless,

Lortie (1975: 186)`. is correct in pointing out that the informal norms are

fragile and limited in times of trouble. The bureaucratic regulations 'and

contract provisions may prove somewhat more durable. However, when

large-sole social protests develop such-as those.associated with the.



Civil Rights, 'feminist, community control and accountability movements;
,

state and federal courts and education agencies may impose restrictions

that impact :upon instructional practices (Parelius and Parelius, 1978);

In 'other wbrdS, teacher autonomy, is indeed precarjousJ

Instrati6nal: Isolation

It ils stand, rd practice in 'American public schoOls for instructional'

responsibility to be assigned to individuals, rather than teams. Teachers

are assi ned to their own separate classes and clas3floms,t.and are 'expected

to cope 'with most probiletns independently. Therm are 4.1ea,r--1Y-benefits to

this segmented form of organization. Ambiguous goals -and nonroutine

technologies are best accommodated by structures which. regyire

ordination's and allow for. the utlization of intuition and idiosyncratics
personality traits (Metz 1978: 22). Giver' the dOntroversies.over.*educationai

goals and techniques which' have been discussed previously. cdnfl ict and

competition are likely to develop among teachei-s. Spatiar and .temporal

isolation helps minimize staff frictions. The four vians of the classrocin*

restrict visibility of teaching performance. They provide privacy and

enhance- aUtonomy.

However, encapsulation within the classroom' also limits collegial.

interaction and the potential for professional support,- stimulation,

constructive criticism and guidance. 'Teaching in isolation is especially

difficult for beginning teacher?. But teaching is a 'lonely 3rofessi9n

for all schoolteachers (Lortie 1965; Sarason 1971] Warren 1975; liouse and:

Lapan 1978:16 -19)'.

Teaching staffs are often divided into cliques (Sarason 1971: '151 -2;

7+



',Civil Rights, 'feminist, community control and accountability movements;

state and federal courts and education agencies may impose restrictions

that impact ,upon instructional practices (Parelius and Pireiius, 1978) .

Ingather viord5, teacher autonomy is indeed precarjousJ

Instriktj (final Isolation

It stand, rd practice in sAmerica,n public schoOls for instructional'

responsitiility to be assigned to individuals, rather than teims. Teachers

are assi ned to their own separate classes and clas3floms,rand are expected
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:to cope !with most problVeMs independently. There are 4.1early',benefits to

this segmented form of organization. Ambiguous goals -and nonroutine

technologies are best accommodated by structureswhich.reqvire minimal

ordination's and allow for the utlization-of intuition and idiosyncratic

personal ity traits (Metz 1978: 22). Giver' the Controversies :Ovkreducati onai
. .

goals and techniques which have been discussed previously, flict and

competition are likely to develop among teachei-s. Spatial and .temporal

isolation helps minimize staff frictions. The four walis of the classrocirc

restrict visibility of teaching performance. They provide privacy and

enhance autonomy.

However, encapsulation within the classroom' also limits collegial

interaction and the potential for professional support,- stimulation,

constructive criticism and guidance. .Tealithing in isolation is especially

difficult for be'ginning teacher?. But teaching is a "lonely Orofessipn"

for all schoolteachers (Lortie 1965; Sarason 1971] Warren 1975; liouse and:

Lapan 1978: 16-19)

Teaching staffs are often divided into cliques (Sarason 1971:- 151- ;



McPherson 1971: 2-9; Watts 1974: 27-8; Brookover and Erickson 1975: 197;

Eddy 175: 111).Among,the dimensions of cleavage within a school faculty

which have been noted are age, ex0erience, gender, race or, thnicity,

subject-matter specialization, leisure time interest political

liberalism/conservatism, and, of course, educational philosqphy and

technique. Sometimes the cleavages are superimposed. For example, it

may happen that.fwee, primary grade teachers share leisure and political

interests as

1

well as particular educational philosphies. Other cleavages

may be cross-cutting. Hermanowicz (1966) reported that beginning teachers

were sometimes dismayed by the amount of conflict, gossip and backbiting

within the staffroom. Still, we know very little .about` dynamics of

informal teacher cliques and the ways in which these groups contribute to

the-building of a single faculty culture or of separate subcultures.

Factionalization is.likely to result in .a situation where staff members

only communicate on a routine Sasis with like-minded and sympathetic

individuals. Fragmented communication patterns are conducive to the

developmenf and maintenance of pluralistic ignorance. Thus, it is not

surprising that Dornbush (1976) found that teachers typically did not know

, what materials or grouping patterns were being used by their colleagues.

Communication between membersof different cliques is likely to be confined

o topics upon'which mutual agreement is expected. The etiquette of

4

teacher relationships may be very like that of physicians and professors

in, that one generally attempts to avoid conflict, controversy and confrontation

.(Bess.1975;t Freidson 1975; Meeth 1976). These informal norms may alio

preclude the admission of ignorance and the prOffering of unsolicited
I 4,



advice Thut, teacherS who adhere to theColiegial code:are:unlikely .to

explore their differences, doubts and confusiOnS. Thus; commcivproblenis

may go unrecognized and consensusIgarcting the range of acceptable

25

solutuions to common problems may fail to develop. in some instances the

members of different staff factions may agree to 'live and let live" and

simply avoid one another. In other situations, gossip and conflict may

*continue unabated for long periods of time.

The isolation ,of the classroom and limited opportunities for interaction

in the staffroom make it difficult, if not impossible, for effective

collegial control to develop (Dreeben 1973:-469; Hind, Dornbush and Scott

1974). Evaluative information is fragmentary and not based on personal

observation, And teacher's, like doctors .(Freidson 1975), college professors

and other professionals may prefer to "Hear no evil, speak no evil and

see no evil"'because serious attempts t exert social control would

necessitate the institution of stringent and confining mkt and,monitoring

procedures. Although teachers apparently do value warm, supportive' and

egalitarian relationships with their colleagues (McPherson 1972:' 73;

Lortie 1975: 194), solidarity within an entire, faculty is rare. It has

been suggested that college professors who are extraordinarily popular yith

students are shunned by colleagues.as,satebusters or charlatans (Mann 1968;

Meath 1976) .. And teachers whoa compgte fun rlY for student faVor by

lowering academic standards may be r4jeCt d by ;their peers (Waller 1961: 428;

tottie 1975 120;'.Collins and Noblit 1978).

But_if:a profsor or Schoolteacher is tenured and unconcerned with

colleagues opinions, informal sanctions are unlikely to be effective.. While
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privacy in practice makes it difficult to develop*and enforce common

standards of Performance, visibility of teaching performance may strengthen

the imPact of cgtlegial sanctions. For example, Dornbush D976: 8) found

that in open space schools, where teachers have much greater than normal

cpportunity to observe one another's teaching styles and methods,

relatively high levels of trust and openness to collegial evaluation. develop.

There are probably important variations in the normative contexts

within which teacher work (Foskett 1967 arason 1971). In some schools*

.

collegial relationships may be close and the faculty culture may provide

useful guidelines for instructional practice. Norms may be clear and widely

recognized and, the range of acceptable practjces well-defined. The teachers

may form a cohesive in-group which may or may not stand solidly in opposition

to students parents, administrators and/or the school board. In other

.schools, where collegial conversation is guarded and shoptalk limited, it

is unlikely that a cohesive faculty culture will develop (Freidson 1975;

Lortie 1975; Conley and Verner 1978: 14). Under such circumstancesthere

will be incomplete recognition of shared problems and incomplete validation

of common adaptations. Teachers will seldom reach beyond the intimacy, of

their small circle of friends in order to. build. broader faculty solidarity.

Batch-Processing

*Teachers are expected to provide effective instructional services to

batchei of students which are often large, diverse and resistant to

involvement in the educational process. This is obviously a very tall

order, especially in light of the ambiguous goals and the uncertain and

laborrintensive technology in general use Still most teachers approach



the task with a high degree of commitment. They want to promote maximal
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growth on the part of all the children entrusted to their care. And they

want to be even handed, calm and gentle as they provide clastroom

leadership (Sarason 1971: 152; Lori e.1967: 168).

However, in practice` bertain of these jdeals may prove contradictory.

For example, promotion of student growth may require the development of

personalistic relations which are contrary to the principle of universalisM.

And in trying to instruct large groups of reluctant students remaining

'.calm,,patient and gentle, may not always work. Unfortunately, little is

known out the social processes through which individual and collective

deviation from professional standards develops and is legitimated. Most

of.the literature reviewed below implicitly views 'deviance as an individual

process and therefore does not deal with the influences of%collegial

interaction and faculty cultures upon these aspects of instructional

practice. Still it is important to discuss 40e problems inherent in

batch-processing and the fragmentary evidence regarding adaptations to

those problems.

Teachers want to reach all their students and are frustrate4 and

feel because they cannot (Sarason 1971; 152). They complain that

there are simply too many children and not enough uninterrupted)

instructional time (Jackson 1968; Lortie 1975: 168-71). Oven large

batches of students and available technology, it is exceedingly difficult,

if ntlt impossible, for a single, teacher to. challenge and monitor the progress

of each and every highly individual child. Furthermore, large batch-

processing of students robs the teacher of the psychic rewards which are



so important in teaching. Teachers' need. to feel that they are having a

clear and dramatic influence on one or more children within a class (Locke

1974; Lortie 1975: 134; Stebbins 1977: 40-41), but the larger the class

the rarer those rewards are Without regular positive-feedback about one's

teaching efforts, it is hard to see how strong commitment can be maintained

over time (Bess 1977: 250).

The problem of class size is often exacerbated by heterogeneity

(Sarason 1971). It has often been asserted that teachers differentiate

among students in terms of the extent to which they measure up to thea,

"ideal student." According to ma accounts, the ideal student stands out

on both 'floral and academic dimensions of the student role and is more

often than, not a white child f m a middle-class home (Becker 1952: 471-2;

Johnson 1963;. Klausmier and Go dwin 1966; Kohl 1967; Kozol '1967; Lortie

1967: 160; Eddy 1969::77; Rist 1970: 8; Sarason 1971: 156; Ogbu 1974,

-Warren 1975: 144; Khlief 1976: 71; Stebbins 1976: 40; Metz 1978: 181).

These categorizations and preferences may be explained in terms of personal

bias or situational adjustments to organizational realities. Because-
,

class and ethnic elements apparently enter into the teachers' social

typologies ofstudents, it is, easy to see them as personal reflections

of larger cultural prejudices. , However, it is also posSible to understand

them as collective adapUtions of work frustrations: By adopting a custodial

attitude toward a large category of students, teachers effectively lighien

their work loads. They simply write off many students who they define as

being incapable of profiting from their educationa) services.

In classrooms where the proportion of dissatisfying



academic performances.reaches a certain consistent level

and disorderly behaviour is an exceptional prbblem,

teachers are apt to develop a cuatodiat oit.tentatiori.

They come to believe that significantmprovement in

academic performance is impossible for a large majority

of their pupils; that they are, ;therefore really

carrying out a mere caretakerfunction for the

community. In one way or another several writers have

discerned this outlook in teachers working with

low-ability classes, which are typically associated

with slum environments. In general, it tends to make

elementary teachers out, of those instructing such
. .

groups at junior and senior high school levels, in the

sense that there is extraordinary emphasis placed

on control at the expense of teaching. The orientation

is epitomized by a sign taped to the blackboard in one

*such classroom: 'Be Loving, Be' Kind, Be 'Quiet."

(Stebbins 1977: 43).

If students are defined asvinteachable, failure to learn becomes the fault

of the student and his family. Thus, the teacher is protected against
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feelings of self-doubt and personal resporisibility.

Another pattern of, adaptation to heterogeneous classes has been

identified by Dahlrof (1971). He found that in traditional classes, where

the students are taught in a single batch rather than in multiple subgroups,

teachers decide when to move from one topic to another when the "criterion



group; those next to the bottom of the class in aptitude, hdve mastered

the Material. Moving faster would challenge the more able students but

insure the failure of many others. Moving at the rate of the slowest

children would bore all the otheri.

However, it may be that such undifferentiated teaching methods are

used less and less often. Cohen, Meyer, Scott and. Deal note that

. . the nature of elementary school instruction

today is considerably removed from the traditional

batch-processing of thirty children through a gingle

textbook or a uniform set of activities. For instance,

in the survey of schools in the San Francisco Bay

Area. . teac ers described quite complex patterns ,of

CPinstruction. There is a great deal of differentiation,

involving the use of multiple materials and complex

student groupings (1979: 20).c.
This differentiation . of classroom instruction is made possible by the

availability of diverse materials, supplemental teachers and the utilization

of team-teaching arrangements. Such teaching methods move toward the

idesi of individualization, but complicate the issues of justice and

fairness in the classrooth. The teacher who judges students in terms of a

single standard is open to criticism as being overly rigid and creating '

problems for the fastest and slowest learners. Teachers who use multiple

standards are open .V) Charges of bias in the creation and maintenance of

groupings.

Barr (1975) studied grouping and pacing practices employed by teachers



'within three schools as they taught reading. Operatibg without official

guidelines, teaChers developed a variety of procedures. Some subdivided

their students into ability .groups while others did not. *lose who did
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.

not group for reading instruction moved their classes at a tingle-rate.

Those who did employ instructional grouping paced their groups differently.

And teachers of groups with similar ability differed extensively in the

paces they set. Still, she did find that teachers' practtces remained

stable over time and that colleagues who interacted frequently shared

similar approaches.

Waller described the classroom as a ". .-despotism in a perilous

state of equilibrium." (1961: 10) Although his statement may be somewhat

overdrawn, there can be little doubt that faculty cultures and interests'

are in substantial conflict with student cultures and interests

(Hollingshead 1949; Coleman 1961,X1966; Bidwell 1I6k 973; McDill, Rigsby.

and Meyers 1969; Voster 19,74: 179-235; Henderson 1975: 395; Collins and.

Noblit 1978: 121). Student resistance to teachers, instructional efforts

can be individual or collective, activeror passive, overt or
e
covert. In

any case, that resistance must be overcome if the, eacher is going to be

able to maintain order in the classroom and proceed with instruction.

Therefore, the problems of how to manage the classroom-and maintain

discipline are fundamentathines. Waller (1961) and more recently-Woods

(1977) have provided us with lists of classroom survival strategies

employed by teachers. Apparently the range of control stratgies which

are considered acceptable within the colleaguegroup is very wide--so

wide as to include strategies which diratly contradict official guidelines.
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For example, teachers sometimes negotiate with potentially disruptive

students and trade passing grades for behavioral compliance (Gordon 1957;

Collins and Noblit 1978: 121). In inner-city schools, oldtimecs on the

staff teach newcomers that it is appeopriate to use physical means of

punishment to keep students in line even though official regulations

expressly forbid the practice (Becker 1951;.Willower and Jones 1963;

Hoy 1967; Kohl 1967; Levy 1968; Ety 1969; SaraSon'1971; Silberman 1971;

Rist,1972; Foster 1974: 179r235). Teachers are probably ashamed when they

deviate from organizational and professional standards in attempting to

maintain classrOom order (Lortie 1967). But once again the teacher is able

to turn to close associates who will provide social support and reassurance

regarding the."unfortunate necessity" of such situational adjustments

(McPherson 1972: 73; Rist 1972: 350-51)..

Conclusions-and Implications

When this research project began it was not at, all clear that a body

of literature dealing with faculty cultures actually existed. But by

gathering widely scattered ideas. =and bits of information and arranging

them; the following tentative conclusions or hypotheses for further research

emerge.

Despite professional and organizational barriers to the development of

faculty solidarity, informal work'groups do develop among teachers. These

primary groups offer their members help, support, guidance and consensual

validation regarding appropriate instructional practices. Formal
.



professional observation, consultation and shoptalk ane infrequentamong

teachers: liOnetheless, selective recruitment and admisSion to cliques and
.r..

cues passed during informal. conversations produce a degree of sharing of

perspectives, values and norms. Specialization, factional divisions,

instructional isofation and restricted opportunities for communication

limit the recognition of common problems and solutions as well as the
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development of overall consensus. Thus in many cases it may be more useful

to focus on faculty cliques and subcultures,within a school than to view

the staff as a cohesive group with a coherent culture. However,, in

situations where the facultylperceives itself as being threatened by the

school board, administration, parents or students, internal divisions may

be forgotten and solidarity increased. In such situations the staff may

"form a "delinquent community" similar to those found among French

schoolchildren (Pitts 1963: 259), French'bureaucrats (Crozier-1964: 210)

and American physicians (Freidson 1975: 242-44). Teachers apparently are

like these other workers in that they develop a conspiratorial consensus
_ .

against outsiders which dispaces blame, legitimates deviance, promotes
o

secrecy and, Most fundamentally perhaps, protects the autonomy and

independence of each group member.

As a result of this literature review a sociological moderl of ther
teaching-learning process ha's*been developed (See Figure .1 below). It.

highlights the interrelationships-between student culture and peer

relationships (which have been extensively studied) and faculty cultures

and networks (which have not been systematically studied). The model posits

direct relationship between educational and professional training and



instructional practices on t basis of internalized norms and values.

But it also allows for the imp ct of informal collegial groups in reinforcing

professional orientations or in encouraging. and. legitimizing situational

adjustments: Further, it calls attention to the dynamic-interplay between

faculty cultures and actions, on the one hand, and student cultures and

actions, on the other. Thus, patterns of mutual adjustment and classroom

negotiation are accommod ed within the model. Finally, in the model student

achievement is determined by the social contexts which shape the nature,

Tevel and direction of both student and faculty efforts.

Insert Figure 1 here

Faculty Cultures and Learning Outcomes

;.

To date, attempts to link teache variables to student learning outcomes

have generally been unsuccessful (Bo cock 1966: 18; Centra and Potter
J

1980: 288).. It may be that by reconceptualizing the problem and focusing

on the normative order of the school rather than the individual classroom,,

it will be possible to make significant advances.. The tasks at hand are

to understand more fully the social /contexts, of instruction and to identify

the social structural circumstances WhichMaximize student adievement.

Fortunately some'very promising qualitative and q antitative research op.

these
.

toPics has recently been published.

Ethnographic. studies of 'schools undergoing Change .;can..prove.very-:.



FIGURE 1

A Sociological Yodel of the Teaching-Learning Process .
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useful by providing detailed descriptive data We noted earlier' that in

stable schools, faculty norms, values and perceptions are generally.; taken,.

for granted and, ,therefore, difficult to itUdy.." At present, many Stbbbls
. .

are undergoing rapid' change 'due to community demograPhiC, shiftS,..deSegregation

and consolidation. Such schools are ideal researcbsiteS.Precise.ly..becayst ,

traditional- faculty cultures. and Standard operating procedures 'are likely

to be called into questio'n: The National Institute of Education _Contiiacted

for a series of ethnographic studies of desegregating, schools, in 1975. ,,The

final reports of those studies contain many useful insights about &Cully*

work norms and values (Collins and :Noblit 1978'; Scherer and Slawksi .1978';

``Clement, Eisenhart, Harding and LiveSay 1979; Ianni, Sullivan, Orr, Henry

and Mayros .1979; Schofield 1979). They doeument the painful individual and

collective adjustments which teachers madin tryinhto cope with desegregation:

Common adaptatiqns- included: lowering of academic 'expectations, adoption

of custodiaLattitUdes toward slow, learners and concentration on minimum

basic skills; reduction of academic demands both withi'n the classroom and

in terms of homework; and a preoccUpation with maintaining control. Sharp

con icts developed between stefeoldtimers anCnewcomers]whtch were

exac6 abated by fear uncertainty and awkwardness in, rate relation's', .

Focused ethnographic studies which help define more.prethSely. the prOblems

which staff perceive as resulting from' desegregati on an processeS
t

through which these are resolved have major praotca and theoretical

payoffs. *))aYoffs.
? + ,fr"4

,rzmai,In his synthesis of eight case

exceptionally successful inner- city 's6

leadership,stailf selection proced

ries recently completed in
It"

Leonard L: Gr

staff solidarity .being
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centrally 'important factors. The positive leadersIlip role of the school

.building principal was obvious to all observers. The fact that

principal was able to hnd-7piCk his or,her staff also apparently' contributed
. .

.

to-the success. GreorY, noted that such a selection process it

was possible to build a ". . strong .instruttional ,pt'ogram because the

staff shared common goals for othe over4I-school Organization (198Q:-133).

Teachers generally worked well together- and,stiared ideas as well material'.

.4
In these distinctlye:schools',,cohes3Ve collegial relationships and shared..

cultural' guidelines apfiarentlY Combined to ,greate very positive'social

" contexts for laming,

Beady and Flood (1980) utilized:4';`comlarative case "study approach

in an -attempt- to scover-soci al -psychological -school clifiate variables

:associated with achievement: The Sour schools selected for:study were

matched On many important dimensions inc1L;ding the' :taCt- th4t they all

served a, clientele with low sOci o-economic c status: HOwever;, the schools

did vary in terms of mean student achievementlf,evels and racial comp4ition.
. ' .

Thus, there were two majority black schoOts and two majority white schools:

Within each pair one school displayed:distinctively high achi vement and

the ,other 'low. achievement. The invettigators- found that in ,th high achieving

schools, bOth"1-.ilick and white,,!pchers often 'discuSsed professional
e.

matters and teaching 'problems in the 'staff:66th .and- AOntinual ly reinforced

one another',S belief that high levels of student achieveipent should be

expected. Within the clasisroom they 'put, theSe, beliefs into practice and

',
.....

...,

- '
, ,

demanded adequate student performance before reinforcement was -given.

-:



Within.low achieving schools teacher's seldom discusied pedagogical concerns

in the lounge except to commiserate with one another and to reinforce

their shared belief that.manrstudents could legitimately be""written off"

in terms of achievement because their homes were too poor and their

abilities too limited.

In addition to the growing body of case-study-based

evidence relating aspects of'collegial relationships and faculty cultures-

4.%

to achievement, two notable

recently which also suggest

school "clitate" or "ethos'

quantitative studies have been published very

a caUsal linkage. Both studies indicate that

has an iniluence upon student learning.

Michael Rutter and his associates in their book, 15,000 HOUAA: Secondat

SChoOth and That Eiiectl. Upon Chitdten (1979), made an important

contribution. They utilized aecomparati've organizational and longitudinal

research design in theie stlidy of the impacts of twelve inner-London

secondary schobls.- ,The,reseirch team found that' the schools differed

dramatically in termF:Of student achievement and behavior and that

d4fferences in the intake characteristics o#the student t4i..4.:k not

wholly account:for those-differences. They were able Wilelhon4frate quite

clearly 'iht a school's "ethos" importantly affects achleVei4a% For

example, they found schools where high expectations for student achievement

and behavior were maintained, those expectations were met. In addition,

they presented evidence that teachers who were prepared, punctual'and

, .

warmly supportive of student efforts produced superior results. Perhaps

even more important to present concerns Rutter's team concluded that in.

schOols where staff cohesion supportiveness, cooperation an'd willingness



to exercise informal social control regarding _professional standar,ds were

strong, student attendance and academic success were high and deiinquency
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was low (1979.:182-203).

Brookover and his associates (1980) were also able. to measpre'

quantitatively the impact of schools.;,,,They employed a ck)s%,-sectional

research design itn their study of 159 publ ic- elementary schools in the

state of Michigan. ^-±Data'were derived from official records of school

achievement and from questionnaires completed by 19,544 students, 789

teachers and 159 school principals'. Multiple regression techniques were

used to.assess the_separate effects of school social inputs, structure,*

and climate upon4udeni outcomes. The model which they tested (see Figure

2 below) includes some of the same elements as the model presented-earlier

Insert Figure 2 about here

Although the specific fiVi ngs . of Brookoirfr' s study are far too rich and

complex to report in detail here one general conclusion was tia school
.

.climate variables 'explained between :sChdol differences in mathematics and

reading achievement as well, as schools' student body composition.. The

authors feel that t eg:have steon4-eMpirical support for their contention
,

that

rr
1,

. . . evaluations made of students' ability; the

students' role definitions and expectat1ons andhe

normative climate characterizing the patterns of-

interaction in the school provide the foundation for



FIGURE 2

.;.General' Model of School Social'System Variables

with Hypothesized Relation to Student Outcomes (1980:7)

School Social:Inputs::

a. StUdentbody.,.
.'composition 111

b.J)therpersonnel
inputs (2)

School Social
Structure (3)

School Social
Climate (4)

(1) measured by mean -school'SES-.and percents

(2) measured by Standard scores:of:school size, average daily-:attendance,:

professiOnatS:per 1,000 students, averagejearsApachinTekperiende
average tehureinschool,percentageHof teacherf with' advanced.degrees,

and mean.teacher.Salary

e whtte.

Student Outcomes:

a.' Academic achievement
b. Self-concept
c. Self-reliance

(3) measured by teacher satisfaction, with school structure, parent involvement,

differentiation in student programs,.principal's report of time devoted

to instruttion, open-closed classroom.

(4) measured by 14 4-Variables derived-from student, teacher and principal

reports of the norms, expectationsl'and feelings about the school.



a social-psychological conception of school learning

which we believe explains much of the differences in

outcomes (1980: 147).

Obviously this paper has raised many more, questions than it has

answered. That could not be avoided given the primitive state of the existing

literature. Clearly there is ,need for further conceptual and empiriCal

work in order to expand our understanding of the formal and informal

organization of teaohlOtand learning. Still the evidence that has been

reviewed strongly suggests that one very promising approach would ,be to

work toward elucidating collegial relationships and faculty 9.ultures. W

need to knoii more about the nature and content of collegial interaction,

.

the 'formal and informal processes through which facglty cultures are

developed and maintained, and the-impacts of official and unofficial

mechanisms of social control. Ultimately our goal should be to isolate

the social structural circumstances under which teachers within a school

. t.

develop close cooperative; professional relationships in the interest of

serAng children. Research directed toward answering these questions will

contribute, not only to the discipline of sociology but to the practice

of education.
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